
Holding 75/333/0024 

Auchencheyne Ltd, Auchencheyne, Moniaive Thornhill, Dumfriesshire DG3 4EW 

BCMS HEAT reference 16902118 

 Call received at BCMS on 3rd April 2018 at approx. 16:00 pm from a gentleman identifying himself as 

Neil Harrison Gourlay 

 

A couple of cattle following inspection have been found which he had reported off in error one of 

which was UK542626302270. 

I advised that we have not received the inspectors report back so cannot confirm what action will 

happen with these until we see the inspectors comments. 

Caller asked me about dates of birth and went on to explain that he and his stockman had given 

different dates of birth both of which were guesses because the calves were born on the hill and they 

could not read the dams tags from a distance and therefore couldn't say which dam had cavled and 

when. He advised that they cannot get the animals in every day to check them and therefore they 

make a guess on when they actually gave birth. I advised that if they have provided 2 different dates 

of birth and have suggested to the inspector that the dates were guessed due to the issues he 

mentioned,  then the inspector would have to report these as discrepant because we need accurate 

dates of birth and not approximates. Caller asked me what do we put first Health & Safety or correct 

details. I advised we are here to record cattle details and therefore we need exact dates of birth and 

the health and safety side is something that while it affects them would not have a bearing on our 

decision with regards to the supplying of incorrect details. 



FAO [REDACTED TEXT] [Redacted text] 

Rural Payments and Inspections Division 

Dumfries Area Office,  

161 Brooms Road, 

 Dumfries 

 DG1 3ES 

 

Auchencheyne 333/0024 

  

Dear [Redacted text] 

 

I refer to your e mails of 3rd and 11th July in response to our request to return the passports for the 

bulls. 

You refer us to BCMS. Apart from the fact that BCMS will not answer our e mails or respond to our 

telephone requests our understanding is that they would only act on instruction/confirmation from 

SGRPID. 

What we seek is the replacement of the NOR’s for these animals by the return of their passports in 

order to be able to sell them. As we have previously stated there is no animal or human health 

reason why this should not take place . 

For clarity can you confirm that BCMS, without reference to SGRPID, ( who caused these passports 

to be taken in the first place) will return these to us a matter of urgency?   Can you also advise 

precisely how we get them to do so? 

 

Auchencheyne. 
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